The Breaking News
Parents’ love
Marital love
Children’s love
Siblings’ love
No power... Contradiction
all connected
“The breaking news is an invitation to live your life filled with gratitude and happiness, in celebration and appreciation of others.

It is not about being the kind of religious person who judges, but instead the kind of religious person who has an incredible capacity to love.
It is about raising up beautiful children and inspiring other young people to become a generation worthy of the name “Generation Peace.”

This is possible because the world finally has the example of True Parents, who can live and teach this kind of love. It is to this that Rev. and Mrs. Moon have dedicated their entire lives.”
Journey of a child

Class 101
A Heart for God
Way of Brothers & Sisters

Class 201
A Heart for People
Way of Spouses

Class 301
A Heart of True Love
Parental Heart

Class 401
A Parent’s Heart
A New Beginning
community

yourself--and

your world
Will I benefit?
Do I understand it?
Worth my commitment?
“Commitment unlocks the doors of imagination, allows vision, and gives us the right stuff to turn our dreams into reality.”

James Womack
Commitment
Class 401
The Parent’s Heart

Class 101
A Heart for God

Class 301
The Heart of True Love

Class 201
A Heart for People
INSPIRE
EMPOWER
CONNECT
CONTRIBUTE
The Path
“God wants us, His children, to be fully human in making the choice to love him. Freedom is a privilege and an honor.”

Rev. In Jin Moon
I understand and support the vision of Lovin’ Life Ministries.

I commit to:
Inspire

my spirit each week on Sunday by receiving God’s guidance and love through Sunday service.
Empower myself through learning more about the teachings of the Divine Principle and related texts and applying them in my life.
Connect to my faith community through a small group so that I can share my gifts and heart and be a friend to others.
Contribute
by donating
and / or
volunteering
Welcome!
Your invitation to the
Starting Point
Small Group
Thank You